
WATER PLACES IN YEMEN 

Pascal Mar€~chaux describes the form and significance of the basins and cisterns which form part of the built and natural 
environment in Yemen. 

I n the southern mountains of the 
Arabian Peninsula, the mastery of 
rainwater is an ancient tradition. The 
Mareb dam permitted the flowering of 

the Sabaean and Himyarite empires, until it 
broke for the first time in about 120 AD. A 
little upstream from the ruins, the construction 
of a new dam is now underway. In contrast 
to the surrounding deserts, this is a green 
Arabia - the 'happy Arabia' of antiquity -
where abundant rains make a rich and varied 
agriculture possible. 

The rains, which come from the Indian 
Ocean, fall in a fluctuating pattern from May 
to September. Their absence or delay plunges 
the countryside into drought, calling for 
prayer and the sacrifice of a head of cattle. The 
arrival of rain is met with meticulous prep
aration, so that not a drop is lost. In the valleys, 
earth barriers divert the flood of water to the 
parcels of land. Once the frrst fields are 
flooded up to ankle height, a break is opened 
to .allow the fields downstream to benefit. 
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From water we have created all living things 
- The Koran 

On the rocky promontories, where dwell
ings are clustered for security and to free 
cultivable land, runoff is collected from 
roof-terraces and other expanses, both large 
and small- even a leaf may be placed on a crag 
to gather an isolated drip. The paths and roads 
are laid out so that they guide the rainwater to 
cisterns; rocky areas are bordered by lines of 
stone that transform them into collectors. 
Ditches snake between the cultivated terraces. 
The massive mountain at Jibal Baadan is 
encircled by little canals, notched into the 
sides of the slope at three levels, and the water 
they gather is shunted to the city ofIbb via the 
walls of a bridge. 

The basins where the water is stored range 
from simple rock crevices to large masonry 
works, tailored to make the most oflocal top
ography. With economy of design, masonry is 
used at one location to dam a rocky fault, at 
another to join two cavities or to circumscribe 
a depression. Vast cisterns are created where 
two downward slopes meet. Circular forms 
prevail because they enclose the greatest area; 
the use of curved forms also eliminates angles, 
where cracking is liable to occur. 

The inner wall of a basin consists of a series 
of tiers, like an inverted cone, because the 
water pressure increases with depth. The suc
cession of landings, which are revealed and 
concealed as a result of seasonal variation, pro
vide access to the water whatever its level. 
Cisterns are frequently compartmentalized so 
that a section is always available for use while 
other sections are being cleaned out. There 
are small basins through which the water must 
pass before entering the principal receptacle, 
to decant some of the silt. 

Cisterns reserved for human consumption 
are often covered, the darkness inhibiting the 
growth of microbes. Sometimes the covering 
consists of false vaulting in the shape of a 
truncated cone, supported by arches and 
columns that plunge into the middle of the 
basin. The green algae and plants that grow in 
uncovered cisterns show that the water is of 
good quality, and the oxygen they give . off 
destroys harmful organic substances. As Botta 
observed on his 1837 trip to Yemen for 
the Paris Museum of Natural History, the 
Yemenites refuse to wash with standing 

water unless it contains vegetation. 
The basins are made watertight by applying 

a mortar called qadad the formula for which is 
each artisan's secret. In general, this prep
aration consists of a generous amount of lime 
(limestone burned in an enclosed fire), pow
dered lava or basalt aggregate, and vegetable 
oils, to which may be added minute quantities 
of special ingredients - cow's brains or egg 
whites - that assure the proper adhesive qual
ities of the cement. But the essential element is 
a repeated polishing that takes days. As it dries, 
the mortar is beaten, moistened, and 
smoothed numerous times over, so that the 
tiny cracks that might appear are reabsorbed. 
The coating takes on the gloss of ceramic and 
the hardness of marble. 

Qadad is a versatile material suited to all 
forms - stairs, curves, the shape of the bedrock 
- and to a variety of structures of different 
scales, from watering places to gutters along 
walls. The bulges of mortar that reinforce 
joints are graphic as well as useful ornaments. 
Unexpected patterns are also defined by the 
contrasting sections of old and renovated 
surfaces. (Nowadays, however, faster and 
easier types of cement are replacing qadad.) 

Basins and cisterns may be the property of 
individuals, extended families, villages, or 
whole tribes. At Jibal Razih, each house has its 
own cistern which collects the runofffrom the 
roof-terraces. At Jibal Bura, a number of 
families have joined together to construct a 
large communal cistern for irrigating the 
plantations of qat (catha edulis), a plant with 
tonic and euphoric effects that the Yemenites 
consume in great quantity. AtJibal Hufash, in 
Safqayn, the principal cistern is placed on a 
hill. It is community property: two tribes draw 
from it, and each is responsible for half the 
upkeep. Periodically, when the basin is dry, 
the layer of silt and deposits must be removed. 

1 . Duckweed on water is considered as a sign if 
purity. Partitions inside the ablution's pool give 
privacy. 

2. Steps allow access whatever the water-level. The 
thickness if the basin's inner wall increases with 
the depth and the water pressure. 





3. A dam has been built as a gateway to close a natural 
depression which can then be used as a cistern. 

4. In the countryside constructed cisterns are the only 
source qf water for isolated shepherds and goatherds. 
Traditionally, Yemeni will not drink from still water 
unless it contains vegetation - it is only considered clean 
if a plant is able to photosynthesize. 

5. Following the different levels qf the mountain 
slopes, several cisterns have been organized to be 
linked to others. 

6. The basin in the mosque qfJiblah is used Jor 
ablutions before prayer. The route is designed to separate 
the purefrom the impure, i.e. bifore and cifter the ritual. 
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This communal labour is planned for a par
ticular date, and all who would be members of 
the community are expected to participate of 
their own free wilL Each receives a share of the 
precious silt to spread on his fields. Recently, 
only half of the basin was emptied and 
cleaned, one of the tribes having forfeited its 
share. 

Spring-water is preferred to that of cisterns. 
Where there are several cisterns, their degree 
of purity is tied to their intended use. Thus 
at Shaharah, the inhabitants were anxious 
to show me that the cisterns reserved for 
drinking water were distinct from those 
that contained microbes - microbes that in 
this case were simply tadpoles. 

Collecting water is essentially a female task. 
Men rarely come to the cisterns, except when 
irrigating cultivated plants or watering cattle. 
To provide water for domestic use, women 
must spend several hours a day walking up and 
down steep paths. Buckets, tins, and jerrycans 
holding five or more gallons have replaced the 
traditional goat skin bottles and earthenware 
or leather jugs. The women fill these recep
tacles to the brim and, with one another's 
help, balance them on their heads. Depending 
on the regional hair-style, they insert a small 
pad of woven straw, a turban flap, or a spiral of 
rope underneath the burden. 
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At Jibal Bura, the load is carried on the 
back, with the aid of a cord passed over the 
shoulders. The woman wears a linen sash 
more than eight yards long to support her 
back. Thus equipped she may carry two five
gallon tins at a time, braced with a metal 
T -piece. Pack animals are not used to carry 
water except in a few regions and certain 
animals judged to be impure, like donkeys, 
are not allowed direct access to the basins. 

As a meeting place, the cistern is the privi
leged location for feminine social activity, 
where gossip, plans, and news are exchanged. 
Some say that a girl who fails to frequent the 
cistern will lose the opportunity to leave her 
house and be noticed as a marriage prospect. 

A religious context surrounds the establish
ment of cisterns. They are otten placed so as to 
profit from the baraka, or spiritual power, that 
emanates from a saint entombed nearby. 
Menhirs raised along the edges of the basins 
may be vestiges of ancient beliefs concerning 
the summoning of rain, a link between sky 
and earth. And the construction of public 
cisterns is one of those meritorious acts that 
do honour to the Islamic faithful. 

As a guest at a Yemenite house, I once 
asked for water, and my Muslim hosts 
responded, "You want to pray!" Washing has 
the significance of a religious ritual. As Titus 
Burckhardt wrote in Art if Islam: Language and 
Meaning: 1 

"The body's integration into prayer 
demands its sacrifice and this is effected in the 
ablution preceding prayer; to bring the limbs 
into contact with water, an image of primor
dial indifferentiation, serves, moreover, by 
analogy and according to intention, as a kind 
of restoration to the stage of innocence." 

Cleansing the body cleanses the soul, per
mitting the believer to experience a rebirth. 
"Water is the object of one of the greatest 
values in human thought: the value of purity," 
wrote Gaston Bachelard2 Mircea Eliade, in 
Images and Symbols,3 wrote that contact with 
water always carries with it regeneration, on 
the one hand because dissolution is followed 
by a new birth, on the other because immer
sion fertilizes and multiplies life's potential. 

7. A typical sequence if a mosque's component 
parts - water tank, ablution room (to the lift if the 
picture) and prayer room (in the background). 

8, 9. Cisterns are a focal point if Yemeni society, 
particularly for the women whose task it is to collect 
and carry water. It's said that a girl who doesn't 
visit the cistern will never marry as there is no other 
opportunity for her to be noticed. 

10. Small pools givingfree access to the cattle are 
linked to a stepped larger one for human needs. 
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11. The mosque is not only a place to pray, it is a 
centre iflife: a place to debate, learn, rest, wash 
and even swim . ... 

12. Afler drinking, goats rest on the steps if a 
huge water tank located between two mountains 
near Uthmah. 

13. This large cistern close to the Great Mosque of 
Dhibin is used for domestic purposes. Women may 
carry more than 20 litres at one time and several 
times a day. 

Hence, there is always a basin, excavated 
from the rock, if necessary, close to even the 
smallest mosque. The major mosques include 
a whole building complex where worshippers 
can perform their ablutions. When entering 
the court of the mosque, the believer is 
directed towards basins for ablution , from 
which he returns by a different route, main
taining a clear separation of the pure and 
impure. This pathway to the prayer room 
takes various forms: a play of partitions, stag
gered steps, foot baths or projecting studs. The 
basin frequently incorporates masonry stalls, 
coyly arranged to shelter from view those 
performing minor or major ablutions. The 
stepping places have little curbs for water 
lilies. These intimate places benefit from 
a soft illumination. There may be a single 
opening admitting light toward the water, so 
that the walls are bathed in fluctuating reflec
tions. 

Many important mosques receive, cen
tralize, and distribute water resources, going 
far beyond the simple function of ablution. 
Their reserves of potable water are available to 
the faithful. Places for doing laundry are pro
vided at the edges of the mosque, with access 
just for women. Water that has been used for 
ablutions is re-used to irrigate crops. As the 
centre of social life, the mosque is open to 
children, who sometimes use the basins as 
swimming pools. 

Despite their intimate relationships with 
water, many of which are pre-Islamic in 
origin , Yemenites are seeing signs of change. 
Off-the-road vehicles descend each day to 
watercourses to fill up jerrycans, which are 
then sold at a high price. Paradoxically, the 
price is highest after the rainy season, since qat 
is then abundant, and the vehicles are devoted 
to the transport of the more lucrative com
modity. The extreme value placed on pure 
water has also led to the commercialization of 
mineral waters. Five bottling plants have 
sprung up in the past few years - and the 
bottles tum up in the most isolated places, 
having been carried there on donkey-back. 
What with artesian wells, tank trucks, and 
other sources of supply, the ingenious 
traditional systems may little by little be 
abandoned. Dill 

1. Burckhardt, T., Art if Islam: Language and 
Meaning. Photographs by Roland Michaud. 
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Ltd., 1976. 
2. Bachelard, G., 'Essai sur l'imagination de la 
matiere', L'Eau et les Reves. Ed., Corti,]., 1989. 
3. Eliade, M ., 'Essais sur Ie symbolisme magico
religieux', Images et Symboles. Gallimard, 1979. 

Photographs by Pascal Marechaux. 

Pascal Marechaux is a photographer and architect living 
in Paris. He specializes in Yemen and the Middle East 
and has been working on behalf if UNESCO for the 
sqfeguarding if the old cities if Sana' a and Shibam. 
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Self-sufficiency in the field of 
Architecture and Engineering 

National Engineering Services Pakistan (Private) 

Limited, popularly known as NESP AK, is perhaps one 

of the largest firms of architects and engineers in the 

Asia - Africa region. In the eighteen years since its 

incorporation, NESP AK has helped build up a team of 

over 1200 professionals who have established the 

country's self-sufficiency in the field of consulting, and 

have proven that , given equal opportunity, they can 

compare and compete with the best in the world. 

NESPAK can provide, Independently and at highly 

competitive rates, specialized technical services to 

other Third World countries in any of the following 

fields: 

- Architecture and Planning 

- Airports and Harbours 

- Water Resources Development 

- Energy 

- Highways and Communications 

- Environmental Engineering 

- Engineering for Industry 

Where necessary, or required by the specific nature 

of a project, the Company enters into association with 

other consulting firms. Because of its continuous 

record of growth, reliability and creative problem

solving, it has won international acclaim and thus the 

confidence of a number of funding agencies, induding 

the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the 

UNDP etc. 

NESPAK has so far handled over a thousand projects, 

their cumulative value being nearly US $50 billion. 

Operations have spread beyond Pakistan to a number 

of countries in the Middle East and Africa. Today it 

ranks amongst the leading consulting firms worldwide, 

with an annual turnover exceeding US $ 50 million (on 

a comparative-cost basis), and a reputation 

painstakingly built up for its commitment to 

excellence. 

NESP AK Offices in Pakistan 

Central Office 

• 417 WAPDA House 
P.O. Box 1351 

Lahore 

Phone : (92 42) 65051 and 65003 
Telex : 44730 NESPK PK 

Fax: (92 42) 306623 

Regional Offices 

• PNSC Building 
M.T. Khan Road 

P.O. Box 5772 

Karachi 
Phone 

Telex 
Fax 

: (92 21) 551011 and 551051 
: 2857 NESPK PK 

: (92 21) 241 1093 

• Building No . 17, Markaz F-6 
Super Market 

Islamabad 

Phone : (92 51) 811257 
Telex : 54364 NESPK PK 

Fax: (9251) 817567 

• 3A-lll Park Avenue 
University Town 

Peshawar 

Phone : (92 521) 41361 
Cable : NESPAK, Peshawar 

• 138 G/2, Block 5 
Satallite Town 

P.O. Box 450 

Quetta 
Phone : (92 81) 44026 

Telex : 78291 NESPK PK 

Fax: (92 81) 42081 

NESPAK Offices Overseas 

• P.O. Box 6506 RUWI 
Sultanate of Oman 

Phone : (968) 703702 

Telex 

Fax 

: 3669 COMBANKGM ON 

: (968) 703702 

• P.O. Box 50344 
Riyadh 11523 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Phone : (966 1) 464 1498 

Telex : 401131 TASRA SJ 

Fax: (966 1) 462 6769 

NESPAK National Engineering Services Pakistan (Private) Limited 
. architects . engineers . planners 
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